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First, we present definite-clause set grammars (DCSG), a DCG-like formalism for free-word-order languages. The DCSG formalism is well suited for problem solving. By dealing with DCSG as a generalized parsing problem, we avoid a certain type of looping problem in backward chaining. Next, we extend DCSG by viewing grammar rules as definitions for set conversions.
In order to realize inverse conversions, we introduce an inverse operator into DCSG syntax. This operator enables partial bottomup analyses in the DCSG top-down parsing process. Next, we discuss a looping problem called "left recursion" in top-down parsing. The looping problem is avoided by the bottom-up mechanism of the extended DCSG. The bottom-up mechanism can be viewed as the top-down controlled firing of production rules. Unlike most production systems, production systems written in extended DCSG can backtrack and produce alternative solutions.
DCSG is a simple but powerful tool for generalized parsing problems which involve finding structures in a given data set. a
INTRODUCTION
Definite-clause grammars (DCGS) [ 111 are a method for expressing context-free grammars in logic programming. A set of grammar rules itself forms a logic program which implements top-down parsing. Inspired by the method of DCG, we have developed a method for structural analysis of electronic circuits which consist of hierarchically organized functional blocks [17] . This method is based on the concept of using difference sets (complementary sets) of circuit elements to define circuit structures, whereas DCG uses difference lists of terminal symbols to define grammar rules. The difference set method can be viewed as a definite-clause grammar for free-word-order languages. Here, we first formalize the previously developed method as definite-clause set grammars (DCSGs). In contrast with the usual DCG formalism, DCSG is based on difference sets as opposed to difference lists. DCSG not only treats free-word-order languages, but also is well suited for problem solving. By dealing with DCSG as a generalized parsing problem, we avoid a certain type of looping problem in backward chaining.
Another logic-grammar approach to free-word-order languages is the guppinggrammar approach, motivated by linguistics [3, 4] . Its grammar rules allow one to deal with unspecified strings of terminal symbols called gaps. As the gapping-grammar approach explicitly defines permutations of terminal symbols by grammar rules, it is suitable for languages with partially free word order, in which most orderings are fixed. DCSG treats languages with completely free word order, which have up to now been viewed as simple sets, not languages. From a linguistic point of view, DCSG can be viewed as an implementation for the ID rule in GPSG [5] , which separates grammar rules into ID (immediate dominance) rules without word order and LP (linear precedence) rules for word order. Next, we extend DCSG by viewing grammar rules as definitions for set conversions. In order to represent inverse conversions, we introduce an inverse operator into the DCSG syntax. This operator enables partial bottom-up analyses in the top-down parsing mechanism of DCSG. Next, we discuss a looping problem called "left recursion" in top-down parsing. This problem is avoided by partial bottom-up analysis in extended DCSG. The bottom-up mechanism can be viewed as top-down controlled firing of production rules. Unlike most production systems, production systems written in extended DCSG can backtrack and produce alternative solutions. DCSG is a simple but powerful tool for generalized parsing problems which involve finding structures in a given data set.
Concerning the bottom-up analysis, we also discuss another method originally developed by Matsumoto et al.: BUP [8] . The concept of difference sets is useful for extending not only DCG but also BUP. Using difference sets instead of difference lists, we extend BUP for free-word-order languages.
DEFINITE-CLAUSE GRAMMARS FOR FREE-WORD-ORDER LANGUAGES

Free-Word-Order Languages
We can define a free-word-order language L(G') by modifying the definition of formal grammars as follows. We define a context-free free-word-order grammar G' to be a quadruple (V,, VT, P, S) where I',, is a finite set of nonterminal symbols, VT is a finite set of terminal symbols, P is a finite set of grammar rules of the form A + B,, B,, . . , B,.
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B; E VN u VT (i= l,...,n), and S is the starting symbol. The above grammar rule means rewriting a symbol A not with the string of symbols "Bi, B,, . . ., B,", but with the set of symbols (4 4,. . . , B,). A sentence in the language L(G') is a set of terminal symbols which is derived from S by successive application of the grammar rules. That is, the sentences are multisets which admit multiple occurrences of elements taken from V,. Each nonterminal symbol used to derive a sentence can be viewed as a name given to a subset of the multiset. In this study, we actually use a list of elements to represent a multiset. For instance, a free-word-order sentence {a, b, cl is represented as one of the following lists: [a, b, cl, Ia, c, bl, Lb, c, al, [b, a, cl, [c, a, bl, [c, b, al. 
Definite-Clause Set Grammars
A free-word-order sentence is a multiset of elements taken from V,. Each nonterminal symbol used to derive the sentence can be viewed as a name given to a subset of the multiset. Therefore, the grammar rules represent relationships between these subsets and elements. Using the predicates "subset" and "member", we can implement definite-clause set grammars for parsing free-word-order languages, analogous to the DCG formalism. We will define a procedure for translating grammar rules to definite clauses. In the present study, both terminal and nonterminal symbols in grammar rules are written as strings of characters beginning with a lowercase letter. Each terminal symbol in a grammar rule is surrounded by " C" and "I", so that the translation procedure can distinguish the terminal symbol from nonterminal symbols.
The grammar rule which generates nonterminal symbols from a nonterminal symbol
is translated into a definite-clause form: (1')
The arguments SO, S 1, and S 2 are multisets of V,, represented as lists of elements. The predicate "s u b s e t" is used to refer to a subset of an object set which is given as the second argument, while the first argument is a name of its subset. The third argument is a complementary set which is the remainder of the second argument less the first; e.g. "subset(s,SO,SZ)" states that "a." is a subset of SO and that S2 is the remainder. When the clause (1') is used in parsing, an object set is substituted into SO, and the nonterminal symbol "s" is identified as a subset of SO. Procedurally, the clause (1') can be read as follows: In order to show "s" to be a subset of SO, show that "n p" is a subset of SO, and show that "VP" is a subset of S 1 which is the complement of "np" in SO. S2 holds the remaining elements after the "np" and "VP" have been removed.
The grammar rule which generates a terminal symbol from a nonterminal symbol
is translated into a definite-clause form:
subset(noun,SO,Sl) :-member(book,SO,Sl).
The clause (2') can be read as follows: In order to show "noun" to be a SO, show "book"
to be a member of SO, and set the remainder to predicate "m e m be r " is defined as follows: member(M,CMIXl,X). The predicate "member" has three arguments.
The first is an element Here, all symbols in the grammar rule are assumed to be nonterminal symbols. If " CB,l" (1 5 i 5 n) is found in the right-hand side of grammar rules, where "B;" is assumed to be a terminal symbol, then "member (B,, Sj_ ,, Si>" is used instead of "subset (Bi,Si_,,Si)" in the translation. Several context-dependent extensions to the basic context-free formalism are necessary for actual use. For example, "t e s t C" and "not C" in grammar rules are context-dependent conditions which respectively demand the existence and the absence of subset C in the current parsing context. The forms "test C" and "not C" in The " "s are anonymous variables which may be ignored. Conditions of the form
"test
Ccl" and "not Ccl" will be translated into 
Generation
We will consider the problem of generating free-word-order sentences as list expressions.
As we have already defined DCSG for parsing, first we will examine the inverse process of DCSG parsing, using the following example.
The DCSG-translation procedure changes the grammar rule
into a definite-clause form: (4) subset(s,SO,S3) :-member(a,SO,Sl),
The definite clause (4') can successfully parse all permutations of a, b, and c, namely, Ca,b,cl, Ca,c,bl, Cb,c,al, Cb,a,cl, Cc,a,bl, Cc,b,al,which are list expressions of the set (a, b, c}. But the following goal clause, which exchanges input and output in the predicate "subset", cannot generate all of these permutations as would be expected in a DCG-based system:
?-subset(s,SO,C I).
The goal clause loops after generating the two answers as SO = [a, b, c 1; C a, c , b 1. The first answer is a result of the following unifications:
S 0 = C a 1 S 1 I, Sl = Cbl S21, S2 = Cc 1~31, and S3 = C 1. As the third subgoal has a unique result ~2 = Cc I, the second answer is a result of backtracking of the second subgoal unified as s 1 = CX,,blX,l and S2 = LX, IX,], namely, X, = c , X, = C 1. Looking for the third answer, the second subgoal backtracks as sl = CX,,X,,blX37, s 2 = CX, ,X, [X,1, but these unifications conflict with s 2 = C c 1 of the third subgoal; then the second subgoal backtracks.
Goals, such as "me m be r ( b, S 1 , S 2 I", in which the second and the third arguments are both variables, have an infinite number of answers: me m b e r ( b , CX, , . . . ,X,, _ , , b 1 X,, I, LX,, . . , X,, ~, I X,,l 1. Thus, the inverse process does not work successfully for generating all permutations. In order to generate the permutations, we must avoid the infinite answers which are caused by the remaining variables. This can be done by defining a separate DCSG-translation procedure for generation. There are two ways to do this. One method is to exchange the second and the third arguments in each goal: Another method is to reverse the order of subgoals in the right-hand side: 
PROBLEM SOLVING AS GENERALIZED PARSING
Backward Chaining and Top-Down Parsing
In order to show the advantages of using DCSG in problem solving, we first compare backward chaining and top-down parsing of free-word-order language. Usually, a logic program consists of two kinds of definite clauses, called facts {F,, F2,. . . , F,) and rules {R,, R, ,... , R,}. Both kinds are viewed as axioms.
Computations based on refutation can be viewed as a process of deriving a theorem by backward chaining from the axioms. The top-down parsing of a free-word-order sentence somewhat resembles the process of backward chaining. The object sentence is given as a set of terminal symbols {W,, W,, . . . , W,}. The starting symbol "S" is decomposed into terminal symbols using grammar rules (G,,G*, . . . , GJ until they coincide with the given sentence. That is, the set of facts corresponds to the sentence, and the set of backward chaining rules corresponds to the set of grammar rules. Deriving theorems in backward chaining corresponds to identifying nonterminal symbols in the top-down method. There is an important difference between backward chaining and top-down parsing.
Backward chaining allows multiple use of the same fact to derive a theorem, while in a context-free language, each terminal symbol in a sentence contributes only once to the reduction of nonterminal symbols. This characteristic is very useful for avoiding a common looping problem in backward chaining, the problem which is caused by multiple use of the same fact. In the following sections, we will see an example of this looping problem, and how to solve it by viewing problem solving as a generalized parsing problem in DCSG.
The Looping Problem
When problems are formalized and expressed in logic programming, we often encounter a certain kind of looping problem. We will clarify a cause of this problem using the example of the problem of voltage derivation.
Assume that voltages on a circuit are as given in Figure 1 . We might consider representations of the voltage data by the following assertions: 
Furthermore, we will define the predicate "v" that derives voltages between two arbitrary nodes A and C as 
But these definitions will not work as intended. In order to derive the voltage between $1 and $4, we attempt to execute the following goal clause:
?-v($1,$4,X).
As the voltage between $1 and $4 is not given, the goal is decomposed into subgoals by (8). The first subgoal succeeds by "vo L t ( $1 , $2,2 0 I", binding node B with $2. The second subgoal "v ( $2, $4, W 1" is also decomposed into subgoals by (8). The first subgoal succeeds as "vo t t ($2,$1
,-20)"
using the same voltage data, and the second subgoal becomes the same as the initial goal. Thus, the system loops.
One method to avoid this problem is to erase voltage data as they are used, so that the same datum is not used twice. This can be done by replacing (6) But the erased data cannot be recovered in backtracking.
Another common method keeps track of the data used, so that the same datum is not used twice. Replacing (7) and (8) 
(8')
In the next section, we show how to avoid this problem by viewing problem solving as a generalized parsing problem.
Solution
To solve the above looping problem, we introduce a change of representation which involves viewing the voltage derivation problem not as a backward search problem, but as a parsing problem. This involves a change of representation of the node-voltage data from assertions to a set of function-argument terms. Each expression "vo L t age ( A, 9, V ) " forms a compound term. The voltages of 
Accordingly, we represent the voltage derivation not as clauses for backward chaining but as grammar rules for parsing. The following grammar rules correspond to the clause (6): 
subset(voLt(A,B,-V),SO,SlI:-member(voLtage(B,A,V),SO,Sl). c lo')
In order to derive the voltage between two arbitrary nodes, we define the following grammar rules corresponding to (7) and (8) ., four cases occur: OUT= Cm,a,b,cl, Ca,m,b,cl, Ca,b,m,cl, Ca,b,c,ml . This is because lists are ordered, but are used to represent sets, which are not ordered. These permutations cause spurious ambiguities for inverse set conversion.
Extended DCSG with Inverse Operator
We will extend DCSG by viewing grammar rules as definitions for set conversions. In order to represent inverse conversions, we introduce an inverse operator into DCSG syntax. A terminal symbol prefixed by the inverse operator as "add CB,l" (15iln)in A -+ B ,,..., Bip,, add LB,], Bj+ ,,..., B,.
is translated into a formula s;= CB,IS;_,l.
That is, "add" directs addition of the following symbol into the object set S,-, to make a new set S;. Thus, a set conversion for adding an element is defined uniquely.
The inverse conversion for a nonterminal symbol B, is represented as "add Bi", which means adding a set of terminal symbols derived from Bi. This generation is attained by the inverse process of ordinary DCG, rather than the methods in Section 2.3, because DCG generates a unique list of terminal symbols, while DCSG generates their permutations.
Nonterminal symbols defined by a grammar rule with the inverse operator are no longer viewed as names given to subsets of an object set. As the predicate "subset" is inadequate, we use the predicate "co nve r t " for nonterminal symbols instead of "subset" in extended DCSG. The inverse operator enables partial bottom-up analyses in the DCSG top-down parsing process.
BOTTOM-UP ANALYSIS
Dificulties in Top-Down Parsing
In order to show the advantages of the extended DCSG, we first discuss a looping problem called left recursion. The top-down parsing mechanism of DCSG loops on left-recursive rules, i.e. rules which have the same nonterminal symbol as the left-hand side in their leftmost position on the right-hand side. In the next section we solve this looping problem by the bottom-up mechanism in extended DCSG. The following is an example of this looping problem.
A directed graph in Figure 3 is represented as the following data set: express the condition that no arc other than x and Y should connect to the central node B in series connection.
In order to identify a series-parallel connection between nodes $1 and $4 in Figure 3 , we attempt the following goal:
?-gData(GD), subset(sp(X,S1,$4),GD,REST).
(171 But the second goal loops. The top-down mechanism of DCSG decomposes the starting symbol into terminal symbols iteratively until it generates a set of terminal symbols which coincides with the object data set. As the series-parallel connection is defined by left recursion in (15) and (161, the system infinitely decomposes the starting symbol with the same symbol when the generated elements do not coincide. The starting symbol s p ( X , $1 , $4 ) is first decomposed into a terminal symbol a r c ( x , $1 , $4 ) by (14). But the symbol does not exist in the object set. Then, the starting symbol is decomposed into the same symbols by (15). Thus the system loops.
In top-down parsing, we must avoid grammar rules with left recursion. In ordinary context-free grammars, this can be done by introducing additional nonterminal symbols to change rules into Greibach normal form [6] . But we cannot use this procedure straightforwardly, because we have introduced variables into grammar rules. Since rules with variables assume an infinite set of terminal symbols, the rules exceed the definition of context-free grammars.
TAKUSHI TANAKA
Bottom-Up Analysis by Extended DCSG
We can avoid the looping problem of left recursion by embedding a bottom-up method in the top-down mechanism of DCSG. Bottom-up methods replace lowerlevel symbols by higher-level symbols until a sentence is replaced with a starting symbol. We can realize this process as set conversions using the extended DCSG. The key idea is actually rewriting terminal symbols into nonterminal symbols in the object set.
First, we change grammar rules into rules for bottom-up analysis, which we call one-step reductions.
The nonterminal symbol in the left-hand side is changed into a pseudo terminal symbol pretied by the inverse operator, and moved to the rightmost position of the right-hand side. According to this procedure, the grammar rule (14) The nonterminal symbol "r u 1 e I" is a set conversion which first removes an element The element s p (X ,A ,B) is a pseudo terminal symbol. It is grammatically a nonterminal symbol, but it is also a real member of the object set; therefore it is procedurally treated as a terminal symbol. We define the following rules in place of (15) (16')
The nonterminal symbol "r u I e 2" is a set conversion which first removes two elements connected in parallel, then adds a new element. The nonterminal symbol
is a set conversion for series connections. Each rule represents a one-step reduction from lower-level symbols to a higher-level symbol. In order to realize the bottom-up analysis, we must iterate these reductions until the object set is reduced to a starting symbol. There are several methods to iterate these reductions.
The following method separates the reduction process into two stages, so that the process avoids unnecessary backtracking.
(18) and (19) define "stagel"
as an iteration of r u I e 1 , s t age 1 which rewrites all of the input symbols into pseudo terminal symbols: This clause returns SO unchanged.
(19')
The following rules (20), (21), and (22) define "s t a g e 2" as a multiple application of r u t e 2 and r u L e 3. The connective "; " is used for abbreviation of two rules which have the same left-hand side. (23) defines the total reduction process. The cut symbol " ! " is available in DCSG syntax: 
Now, we can identify the given data set as a free-word-order sentence derived from the starting symbol "s p (X , $1 , $4 ) ": BUP realizes a data-driven process which first identifies a category of input symbols by dictionary, then derives rules to be used by assuming the category as the leftmost symbol in the right-hand side of grammar rules. We will examine this method by extending BUP for free-word-order languages. The extended BUP is based on the concept of difference sets instead of difference lists. The extended BUP changes the previous rule (14), which generates a terminal symbol from a 
(24) can be read as follows: In order to show that G is a subset of SO and that S is the remainder, first identify a nonterminal symbol B 1 in S 0 by the dictionary and set the remainder into S 1; then show that B 1 and the difference set "S 1 -S" forms the nonterminal symbol G (Figure 5 ). The second subgoal "go a L ( B 1 , G , S 1 , S ) " is decomposed by using one of the clauses translated from grammar rules. (251 is a special clause for termination.
Using these clauses, the graph in Figure 3 Thus, the concept of the difference set is also useful for extending BUP. The extended BUP based on difference sets does not work as efficiently as ordinary BUP. The initial goal is decomposed into "dictionary" and "goal" by (24). The "dictionary" identifies a category of the first input symbol of the object set. But the category may not appear in the leftmost position in the right-hand side of any grammar rules. In that case, the "dictionary" must backtrack to look for another symbol with a desired category. In ordinary BUP, this case does not occur unless the input sentence is ungrammatical. The first symbol in each phrase is generated by the leftmost symbol in each grammar rule corresponding to the phrase, so the input symbol directly derives the rule to be used.
Set Conversion and Production System
We have developed two bottom-up methods (extended DCSG and extended BUP) for free-word-order language.
In the extended DCSG method, the user must define the control of the grammar rules, whereas the BUP method directly derives grammar rules to be used from the input string. But the user-definable control is in turn a merit for problem-solving applications. We can easily define production systems in extended DCSG.
The set conversions (14'1, (159, and (16') which define one-step reductions for bottom-up analysis can be viewed as a production rule of the form ruleName -condition, action.
The object set corresponds to the working memory of a production system [l, lo] . However, this differs from ordinary forward chaining in that elements which have been used to test the condition are removed from the object set if the rule succeeds. The action consists of adding a new element to the object set. The set conversions from (18) to (23) can be viewed as defining a hierarchy of control rules also BUP. As we have developed two bottom-up methods for parsing free-wordorder language, we must further examine these methods on various problems to compare their advantages and disadvantages.
The extended DCSG may apply not only for parsing problems but also for event-state-changing problems such as robot planning. The initial state is represented as a set of compound terms. Each state-changing event is defined as a nonterminal symbol which represents a set conversion. A string of nonterminal symbols represent a sequence of events. We can simulate a sequence of changing states by treating the events as set conversions.
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